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All aboard! Come ride the rails and explore the fascinating world of trains while you sit comfortably

in your passenger seat. This book includes steam locomotives, freight trains, box cars, cog

railroads, mine trains, subways, monorails, sleeper trains, high speed trains, holiday trains and

more.
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Lukewarm on this one but would still recommend as there aren't enough 5-8 minute reads for 2 year

olds out there for my liking and this one fits that description. There's too much redundancy in some

of the trains/scenes and I'd re-order the sequence of pages to something more thematically logical.

Pictures are average but aren't full of some much detail that the kids will be transfixed on looking for

little things for several minutes

We are big fans of the "Goodnight World" series, and this book only makes our love grow! All types

of trains are discussed, from an old steam engine, to a monorail! Very good size makes it easy for

little ones to hold, as well as sleepy parents reading it for the fifth time before bed.

These are great bedtime reading books, short and to the point. My grandson loves this book and



takes it to bed with him every night. What is good about these books is getting a lot of information

on the subject in one small book. If you have a little one that likes trains, this is a no brainer.

My little man loves trains, and every other night he says "Night Night Choo Choo book" (I interpreted

since book is actually gook in his attempt at english) He is almost 2.5 years and loves looking at the

pictures while we read him this book.

My toddler is really into trains, so I decided to get this book for him for his birthday. He absolutely

loves it, which is what matters most, but I found the wording doesn't exactly flow well while reading.

The illustrations are great, though. This book has many different trains doing many different jobs to

keep a little train love entertained.

I love all the books in this series! In addition to a great story, there is so much to talk about in all of

the pictures. The illustrations are wonderful. This is prefect for anyone with children who love trains.

A favorite in our house!

Not to impressed by this book. It doesn't rhyme and I feel like it's missing a page or something. It

doesn't flow very well. But my two yr old doesn't seem to mind so I kept it.

I was hoping this would be as cute as goodnight construction site. My son doesn't mind it but it is

not a favorite. The flow is not as smooth and not as engaging.
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